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South Georgia Island in the Southern Atlantic Ocean is a key location for the seismic, geomagnetic and oceanic
global monitoring networks. In its sub-Antarctic location, the island is largely covered by mountain glaciers which
have been reported to be retreating due to climatic change. Furthermore, during past glaciation periods the island
and its shelf area have been ice covered as was revealed by scarring of the sub-oceanic topography. Together with
ongoing tectonics along the North Scotia Ridge, these processes have the ability to produce significant uplift on
local to regional scales, affecting the measurements of the tide gauge (GLOSS ID 187) at King Edward Point
(KEP). Furthermore, with its mid-ocean location, the tide gauge is of particular interest to satellite altimetry
calibrations over the Southern Atlantic and Southern Oceans.
With the establishment of five GNSS stations on the islands during 2013 to 2015 and the scientific analysis of these
data within the global network of stations of the International GNSS Service Tide Gauge Benchmark Monitoring
(TIGA) working group, it has now become possible to study present-day vertical land movements of the region
and their impacts on, for example, regional sea level. Furthermore, together with four precise levelling campaigns
of the KEP benchmark network in 2013, 2014 and two in 2017, it has also been possible to investigate the very
local character of the vertical motions near KEP, ie. the stability of the jetty upon which the tide gauge is mounted.
In this study, we will present the still preliminary results from the GNSS and levelling measurements and will
discuss their impact on the sea level record from the KEP tide gauge. Our measurements show that while South
Georgia Island and the area around KEP are rising, the jetty and tide gauge are subsiding, leading to a disagreement
in the observed sea level change from the tide gauge and satellite altimetry. In order to improve the agreement
between these sea level measurements both local and regional vertical land movements need to be monitored.

